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Here to help 

This edition of Foresight outlines major cases, government policy and forthcoming legislation relating to 

litigation and dispute resolution.  With a little Foresight, Walker Morris can help you plan ahead. 
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End of 2014  

 

Online dispute resolution 

 

The advisory group for online dispute resolution (established by the Civil Justice 
Committee) is expected to publish its report into the role that online dispute resolution can 
play in resolving civil disputes by the end of the year. 

2014 – 2015  

 

Social media 

 

Developments in social media will continue to present opportunities and challenges for 
businesses. Issues such as managing data, dealing with defamatory comments, brand 
promotion, ownership of "contacts" or "followers" and protection against errant employees 
will continue to be at the fore. 

2014- 2015  

 Criminal Justice and Courts Bill 2014 
 

This Bill will reform the current judicial review procedure: 
(1) introduction of a new requirement, when determining a permission application. If 
the court concludes that the outcome would not have been "substantially different" without 
the conduct complained of, then the court must refuse permission. The aim is to speed up 
the judicial review procedure and prevent "unmerited" claims  
(2) section 288 claims: requirement to obtain permission from the courts to bring a 
claim for "English matters" in a similar way to the requirement to obtain permission to 
make a judicial review application  
(3) costs: except in exceptional circumstances, a court cannot require a party to the 
judicial review proceedings to pay the costs of a third party "intervener". The court can 
require that the costs of the parties to the judicial review, if costs are incurred as a result 
of the intervener's actions, are paid by the intervener. The aim is to ensure that third party 
interveners "pay their own way" 
(4) capping of costs: limiting the liability of one party for another party's costs, once 
permission to bring a claim for judicial review is granted. The Government wishes to limit 
the use of protective costs orders (PCOs) to exceptional cases. Accordingly, the Bill 

grants the Lord Chancellor a substantial degree of discretion and provides that he may, 
through regulations, provide that the law in relation to costs capping orders does not 
apply to judicial review proceedings where the subject matter relates entirely or partly to 
the environment 
 
The House of Lords has returned the Bill to the House of Commons with amendments.  
The amendments will be considered by the House of Commons on 1 December 2014 

2014- 2015  

 Insurance Law Reform  
 

The Insurance Bill (which received its second reading in the House of Lords on 30 July 
2014 and has now been committed to a Special Public Bill Committee) will abolish basis 
of contract clauses in business contracts (i.e. a clause which provides that all information 
provided to the insurer forms the basis of the contract and is warranted to be true). 
 
The Bill also provides that the insurer's liability will be suspended, rather than discharged, 
in the event of breach, so that the insurer is liable for valid claims which arise after a 
breach of warranty has been remedied. 

10 January 2015  
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 Brussels Regulation on Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of 
Judgments 

 
Businesses should get ready for the new regulation on jurisdiction and the recognition 
and enforcement of judgments (Regulation 1215/2012), which has now been approved 
and will come into force on 10 January 2015. Amendments to the existing Brussels 
Regulation (44/2001) include easier enforceability of judgments in another member state, 
restating the relationship between the regulation and arbitration and assisting where 
action is brought in breach of a jurisdiction. 

10 January 2015  

 Hague Convention  

 

The Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements comes into force on the same 
date as the Brussels Regulation.  The Convention will apply to all exclusive choice of 
court agreements in international disputes relating to civil or commercial matters which 
are concluded after the Convention comes into force in the Member State of the chosen 
court. 

January 2015  

 Consultation on UK codified constitution 
 

The House of Commons Political and Constitutional Reform Select Committee launched a 
public consultation on various possible models for a codified constitution for the UK.  The 
consultation closes in January 2015.  The Committee plans to report on the public 
responses in time for them to be taken into account ahead of the general election. 

January 2015  

 Pre-action protocol reform 

 
The revised pre-action conduct practice direction and the revised pre-action protocol on 
judicial review are likely to come into force in January 2015.  The consultation on the 
judicial review pre-action protocol closes on 7 November 2014. 
 
Work is also proceeding on the defamation and professional negligence pre-action 
protocols. 

February 2015  

 Appeal in Coventry v Lawrence 

 
The appeal in Coventry v Lawrence is due to be heard.  The Supreme Court adjourned 

the case to allow the government to intervene on the question of whether the 
respondent's rights under section 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 would be infringed by 
an order to pay the appellant's costs which include a pre-Jackson success fee and ATE 
premium. 

April 2015  

 Part 36 reforms 

 
The Civil Procedure Rules sub committee is looking at a number of issues relating to Part 
36 including undue technicality, split trials, interim applications, counterclaiming 
defendants, costs budgeting, cynical claimant offers, late acceptance and the £75,000 
cap.  Any reforms are to be implemented through changes to the Civil Procedure Rules 
(CPR) which are likely to be implemented in April 2015. 
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April 2015  

 New debt pre-action protocol 

 
The consultation on the new debt pre-action protocol closed on 30 September 2014 and 
the comments are currently being considered.  It is currently anticipated that this will come 
into force in April 2015. 

April 2015  

 New Bill of Costs 

 
The release of a new Bill of Costs is planned for April 2015. 
 
This will include the introduction of J-Codes, a coding system for time recording which will 
leaf to the standardisation of bills for assessment of costs and client bills.  The J-Codes 
have now been ratified and it is hoped that guidelines on the new Bill of Costs will be 
ready by the end of January 2015. This will be followed by a consultation period and a 
pilot scheme to test the new Bill's operation 

9 July 2015  

 Alternative dispute resolution for  EU consumers 

 
EU member states have until 9 July 2015 to implement Directive 2013/11/EU which 
promotes the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in consumer/trader disputes. It 
aims to encourage disputing parties to use approved ADR providers and to ensure that 
those providers meet minimum standards.  

2015  

 Collective redress 

 

The European Commission published a draft directive to facilitate competition law private 
actions in the EU in June 2013 and hopes to reach agreement on its proposals this year. 
Once adopted, member states will then have two years in which to implement the 
directive into national law. 

 

The UK Government's proposals to date for a collective actions regime for consumers 
and businesses, along with changes to private enforcement of competition law in the UK, 
are set out in the Consumer Rights Bill which is expected to come into force on 1 October 
2015 

Late 2015  

 New electronic filing system 

 
A new electronic filing system will be introduced in phases to several courts including the 
Commercial Court, the Technology and Construction Court, the Chancery Division and 
the Companies Court.  The system will allow claims to be filed online as well as allowing 
payments to be made online. 

January 2016  

 Online dispute resolution for EU consumers 

 
Regulation (EU) 524/2013 comes into effect in January 2016 and focuses on online 
dispute resolution (ODR) and the creation of an online platform to facilitate the effective 
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resolution of disputes online across the EU. 
 
The Regulation supports the ADR Directive which comes into force on 9 July 2015 

18 January 2017  

 European Account Preservation Order 

 

Regulation (EU) 655/2014 comes into force.  The Regulation establishes European 
Account Preservation Order (a pan-European freezing order) which aims to facilitate 
cross-border debt recovery in civil and commercial matters.   Article 50 (information to be 
provided by member states to the Commission) comes into force on 18 July 2016. 

 

The UK and Denmark have both opted out of the Regulation. This means that the assets 
of UK and Danish debtors located in other EU member states can be frozen, but UK and 
Danish creditors will not be able to use EAPOs to freeze the assets of their debtors and 
EAPOs will not be granted over assets in the UK or Denmark. 

Ongoing  

 Litigants in person 

 

The Civil Procedure Rules Committee has established a sub committee to support the 
Judicial Working Group on Litigants in Person and to implement the proposals to amend 
the CPR in the Working Group's report.  These include introducing a CPR that deals 
specifically with proceedings involving litigants in person; adding a section to CPR 3.1 
which allows the court to handle proceedings in a more inquisitorial manner; encouraging 
judges to deal proactively and robustly with vexatious litigants. 

Ongoing  

 UNCITRAL initiatives for online dispute resolution 

 

UNCITRAL has established a working group for online dispute resolution in cross-border 
electronic commerce transactions. 

 

The working group is in the process of drafting procedural rules and last met on 20 – 24 
October 2014. 
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Gwendoline Davies 

+44 (0)113 2832517 

gwendoline.davies@walkermorris.co.uk 

 

Malcolm Simpson 

+44 (0)113 2834064 

malcolm.simpson@walkermorris.co.uk 

 

David Williams 

+44 (0)113 28325500 

david.williams@walkermorris.co.uk 

 

Walker Morris LLP 
King’s Court 
12 King Street 
Leeds 
LS1 2HL 
 
Tel: +44 (0)113 283 2500 
Fax: +44 (0)113 245 9412 
hello@walkermorris.co.uk 
 
 

 

If you would like to receive more copies of this briefing, or would like to 
receive Walker Morris briefings from particular practice areas, or would like 
to be taken off the distribution lists for such briefings, please email 
jillian.szajko@walkermorris.co.uk or call Jillian Szajko in Marketing on +44 
(0)113 283 2500. 
 
You can also contact us to say whether you would prefer to receive these 
publications in a printed or electronic format. 
 
© Walker Morris LLP 2014. The content of this briefing does not constitute 
legal advice and should not be relied on as such. Specific advice should 
be sought about your specific circumstances.  The information contained 
in this edition of Foresight is stated as of 15 December 2014. 
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